
Aug 01, 2023 Reference #: 556810-2

ICBC Driver Factor Report

Driver Name: Kennedy Mae Prachnau

Driver Information
Driver's Licence no: 02521970 DL jurisdiction: British Columbia
Birthdate: Feb 28, 2003 Driver class: 5

Every BC Driver has a driver factor. Your driver factor represents your risk on the road and is used by ICBC in the
calculation of your basic insurance premiums. It primarily looks at how long you've been driving and your crash history.

Your driver factor for personal use: 0.943

What does this mean?
This driver factor applies to vehicles rated for personal use. These are vehicles that are used primarily for pleasure,
commuting to work, business, artisan (under 5000 kgs), motor home, motorcycle or collector rate classes.

Your driver factor for commercial use: 0.943

What does this mean?
This driver factor applies to vehicles rated for commercial use. These are vehicles that are primarily used for delivery or
carrying goods.

Other Information

Driver Experience

Total years of driving experience as of Aug 01, 2023 : 3
Years of BC driving experience as of Aug 01, 2023 : 3
Your BC driving experience is calculated from the date you were first issued a BC non-learner licence.

Claim information

You have no claims affecting your driver factor.

If you have questions visit icbc.com.
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Disclaimer
This driver factor report is intended solely for the person to which it is addressed and contains confidential and/or privileged information. Except as
required by law or as authorized by the addressee, any review, dissemination, copying, printing or other use of this report by persons or entities other
than the addressee is prohibited. If you have received this report in error, please delete or destroy. This report contains information that is current as of
the date indicated. Any changes to information contained in this report could result in different driver factors than those shown.
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